A parallel constrained coding scheme is considered where p-blocks of raw data are encoded simultaneously into q tracks such that the contents of each track belong to a given constraint S. It is shown that as q increases, there are parallel block decodable encoders for S whose coding ratio, p=q, converges to the capacity of S. Examples are provided where parallel coding allows block decodable encoders, while conventional coding, at the same rate, does not. Parallel encoders are then applied as building blocks in the construction of block decodable encoders for certain families of two-dimensional constraints.
Introduction
When sequences are recorded on a mass storage device, they typically need to belong to a certain constrained system. A (one-dimensional) constrained system (in short, a constraint) is de ned by means of a labeled nite directed graph G = (V; E; L), with a set of states V , a set of edges E, and a labeling L : E ! of the edges, where is a nite alphabet. The constraint which is generated by G is the set S = S(G) of all nite words that can be obtained by reading the labels of the edges along the nite paths in G.
An alternative de nition assumes a labeling of the states rather than the edges. The de nitions can be shown to be equivalent through the Moore form of G; see 18, p. 1653] .
Examples of constrained systems include runlength constraints: the (d; k)-runlengthlimited (RLL) constraint consists of all binary words in which each runlength of 0's between consecutive 1's is at least d, and no runlength of 0's exceeds k. In a symmetric runlength (SRLL) constraint, the runlengths of 0's, as well as the runlengths of 1's, are between d and k, except that the rst and last runlengths may be shorter than d.
The study of constrained systems is mainly aimed at designing coding schemes that map arbitrary input binary sequences into words that belong to a given constraint S. A commonly-used encoding model is that of a nite-state encoder at a xed rate p : q, where the input binary sequence is divided into blocks of length p, and each such p-block is mapped, in a state-dependent manner, into a codeword of length q. The sequence of generated codewords forms a word that belongs to S. A primary requirement from encoders is that we should be able to decode (reconstruct) the input binary sequence from the output constrained sequence. It follows from Shannon's converse-to-coding theorem 18, Theorem 3.21] that the coding ratio, p=q, is bounded from above by the capacity of S, which is given by the limit cap(S) = lim !1 (1=`) log 2 jS \ `j :
Of particular interest are block decodable encoders. Such encoders can be decoded by a block decoder, which maps every codeword of length q into the respective p-block, independently of the context of that codeword within the sequence of generated output codewords.
Whether a block decodable encoder exists depends on the constraint S and on the parameters p and q. Block decodable encoders are preferable due to their simple decoding structure and their immunity against error propagation.
In this work, we explore the possibility of obtaining simple coding schemes by encoding several input streams simultaneously, i.e., in parallel. The coding model will still be a nitestate encoder at a xed rate p : q. Yet, an input p-block will be mapped into q output symbols, each belonging to a di erent track. The sequence generated along each track will satisfy a given constraint S. ( The constraints in di erent tracks do not necessarily have to be the same, but we will be mainly interested here in the case where they do.) Decoding will then be carried out by reading q tracks at a time and reconstructing the respective input p-block. If the resulting encoder is block decodable, such a reconstruction requires only the knowledge of the current symbol in each track.
As we show in Section 3, there are cases where the parallel approach can allow having block decodable encoders, while such encoders, at the same rate, are prohibited in the conventional scheme where only one track is encoded (see Example 3.1). Then, in Section 4, we show that when q becomes large, the capacity of the constraint can be approached by block decodable encoders.
Observe that in our model, the only dependency that exists between tracks is introduced by the coding itself, and not by the constraint; so, in a recording application, we do not assume any change in the channel description of each track, yet we allow to record more than one track at a time. In that regard, our setting di ers from the model studied by Marcellin and Weber in 16] (see also Orcutt and Marcellin 19] , 20]), where|based on physical features of the recording medium|the authors proposed relaxing the constraint along tracks by introducing dependency between them. This in e ect transformed the speci cation of the recording channel into a two-dimensional constraint. Other attempts to increase the recording density have been made recently by exploiting the fact that the recording device is typically a surface: the recorded data is regarded as two-dimensional, as opposed to the track-oriented one-dimensional recording model. This approach dictates new types of constraints, which are two-dimensional rather than one-dimensional. (1=(`m)) log 2 jS `; m]j : (1) As in the one-dimensional case, the limit indeed exists by sub-additivity (see Burton and Steif 2] , and Kato and Zeger 12] ; the result in 12] is stated for the special case of runlength constraints, but the proof actually applies to all two-dimensional constraints). In Section 5, we apply parallel encoding to show that for two-dimensional constraints that satisfy certain properties, capacity can be approached by xed-rate block decodable encoders; that is, the decoding of a row in an` m array requires only the knowledge of the current row. Our result applies in particular to the family of two-dimensional SRLL constraints.
Section 6 summarizes some properties of Kronecker powers of graphs, which are relevant to the design of parallel encoders. A short conclusion of this paper is then given in Section 7.
The next section contains a short summary of some background material from Sections 2 and 3 in 18].
Background
Hereafter, the term`graph' means a nite edge-labeled directed graph and`constraint' means a one-dimensional constraint, unless we explicitly say that the constraint is two-dimensional.
Let G = (V; E; L) be a graph with edge labeling L : E ! . For each edge e 2 E, we denote by (e) the terminal state of e in G. For a state u 2 V , we denote by E(u) the set of outgoing edges from u in G. We will sometime use the notation u a ! v to stand for an edge e 2 E(u) with (e) = v and L(e) = a. The constraint presented by G is denoted by S(G).
We say that a graph G is irreducible if for every pair of states (u; v) 2 V V there is a path from u to v in G.
A graph G is deterministic if for every u 2 V , the edges in E(u) are labeled distinctly.
Given nonnegative integers m and a, we say that a graph G is (m; a)-de nite if all paths in G that generate a word x = x m x m?1 : : : x ?1 x 0 x 1 : : : x a 2 S(G) \ m+a+1
coincide on their edge that generates x 0 .
The qth power graph G q is the graph with the same set of states as G, but one edge for each path of length q in G, labeled by the word (of length q) that is generated by that path.
The adjacency matrix of G is denoted by A G : the latter is a jV j jV j matrix whose rows and columns are indexed by V , and the (u; v)-entry, (A G ) u;v , in A G is the number of edges from u to v in G. By Perron-Frobenius theory, the spectral radius of A G , denoted (A G ), is an eigenvalue of A G . As for the qth power graph, we have A G q = (A G ) q and, so, (A G q ) = ( (A G )) q . Let A be a nonnegative integer square matrix (such as an adjacency matrix of a graph) and n be a positive integer. An (A; n)-approximate eigenvector is a nonzero nonnegative integer vector such that A n , where the inequality holds component-by-component. The set of all (A; n)-approximate eigenvectors whose components are bounded from above by is denoted by X(A; n; ). It is known that X(A; n; 1) 6 = ; if and only if n (A).
There is an algorithm due to Franaszek to compute an element (which is maximal in some sense) of X(A; n; ), whenever this set is nonempty 18, Section 3.1.4].
Let G = (V; E; L) be an irreducible graph. A stationary Markov chain on G is a mapping P : E ! (0; 1] such that P e2E(u) P(e) = 1 for every u 2 V . The value P(e) is viewed as the probability of traversing an edge e 2 E(u) given that it is outgoing from state u. Every stationary Markov chain P on G has a unique stationary probability vector = ( u ) u2V The pro le of an element hy i i q i=1 in V q is de ned as the integer vector (r u ) u2V , where for every u 2 V , jfi : y i = ugj = r u : That is, every state u 2 V appears exactly r u times among the components of hy i i q i=1 .
Clearly, P u2V r u = q. Techniques|such as the state-splitting algorithm| for constructing encoders from graph presentations can be applied to G q to obtain q-track parallel encoders for S(G). In this case ( (A G )) 2 > 2 7 and, so, there is an (S 2 ; 2 7 )-encoder (i.e., a rate 7 : 2 nite-state encoder for S), and there is also an (S 2 ; 2 7 )-encoder. The e ciency of each encoder is (7=2)= log 2 (A G ) 0:943.
Next we check whether those encoders, when tagged, can be made block decodable. Recall that every block decodable encoder must be deterministic; namely, edges outgoing from the same state are distinctly labeled. Conversely, every deterministic encoder whose edges are distinctly labeled can be tagged so that it is block decodable.
Given a deterministic graph H, there exists a deterministic (S(H); n)-encoder if and only if X(A H ; n; 1) 6 = ; 18, Theorem 6.17]. Taking H = G 2 , we nd by Franaszek's algorithm that X(A 2 G ; n; 1) 6 = ; if and only if n 126. Therefore, there is no deterministic (S 2 ; 2 7 )-encoder.
On the other hand, the vector (1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0) > is an (A 2 G ; n)-approximate eigenvector whenever n 132. Since the edges of G 2 are distinctly labeled, it follows that there is a block decodable (S 2 ; 2 7 )-encoder. 4 Parallel block decodable encoders Let G = (V; E; L) be an irreducible deterministic graph and let P : E ! (0; 1] be a rational stationary Markov chain on G with an associated rational stationary probability vector = ( u ) u2V . Denote by the smallest positive integer such that the values u P(e) are integers for all u 2 V and e 2 E(u). Let q be a multiple of and de ne the integers q u = q u and q e = q u P(e) for every u 2 V and e 2 E(u).
Next, consider the following subgraph, G q = G q (P), of G q : the states of G q are all the elements in V q whose pro le is (q u ) u2V , and ! z i ) = egj = q e for every edge e 2 E :
The requirement P e2E(u) P(e) = 1 implies P e2E(u) q e = q u . Furthermore, from (2) (e)=v q u P(e) = q v = q v ; therefore, if hy i i q i=1 is a state in G q and hz i i q i=1 is an element of V q that satis es (3), then the pro le of that element must be (q u ) u2V and, as such, it must be a state in G q . It follows that all states in G q have the same out-degree, n q = n q (P), which is given by the following product of multinomial coe cients
The next lemma follows from known approximations for multinomial coe cients 15, p. 309]. We include a proof for the sake of completeness. Finally, substitute q u = q u and q e = q u P(e). Proof. Write n 0 = bn=tc where t = log e (jV jn) and denote by 0 the set f0; 1; : : : ; n 0 ?1g. Let be the alphabet of S and assume a uniform probability distribution over the ensemble of all the functions of the form D : ! 0 . Select randomly such a function and assign accordingly input tags from 0 to the edges of E. In fact, the term`input tag' is unjusti ed at this point, since from each state there will be outgoing edges that carry the same input tag. Hence, we delete a minimal number of edges from E to form a graph E 0 where no two outgoing edges from the same state are tagged the same. Yet, there may still be states in E 0 whose out-degree is less than n 0 . We next bound from above the probability of this event, assuming the uniform probability distribution over the ensemble of D.
The probability that a given input tag of 0 will not be assigned to any of the outgoing edges of a given state in E is (1 ? (1=n 0 )) n . Hence, the probability of having at least one input tag of 0 missing from the outgoing edges of at least one state in E is bounded from above by jV j n 0 (1 ? (1=n 0 )) n < jV j n (1 ? (1=n 0 )) n 0 t < jV j n e ?t = 1 : It follows that with strictly positive probability, the selected function D is such that E 0 is an (S; n 0 )-encoder. Such an encoder is necessarily block decodable.
The following is the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.3 Let S be a constraint. There is an in nite sequence of tagged encoders fE(i)g 1 i=1 such that each E(i) is a block decodable (S q(i) ; n(i))-encoder and
Proof. Let G = (V; E; L) be an irreducible deterministic presentation of a constraint S(G) S such that cap(S(G)) = cap(S) = log 2 (A G ); such a graph G always exists 18, p. 1674]. Let P G be the maxentropic stationary Markov chain on G and, for a given > 0, let P be a rational stationary Markov chain on G such that H(P) > H(P G ) ? . We construct a deterministic graph G q (P) with out-degree n q = n q (P) in each state where, using Lemma 4.1, we select q to be large enough so that log 2 n> H(P) ? > H(P G ) ? 2 : On the other hand, n q j j q , where is the alphabet of S. Recalling that the number of states of G q (P) is bounded from above by jV j q , it follows from Lemma 4.2 that there exists a block decodable (S q ; n 0 q )-encoder where log 2 n 0log 2 n? log 2 log e (jV j j j) q + O(1) q log 2 n? ;
where the last inequality holds for su ciently large q. The result follows by letting go to zero and recalling that H(P G ) = log 2 (A G ) = cap(S).
We mention that there is a known counterpart of Theorem 4.3 for (S q ; n(i))-encoders (see Theorem 3.22 in 18]); in fact, the latter encoders are block encoders, i.e., they have only one state.
Application to two-dimensional constraints
Next we turn to an application of parallel encoding to two-dimensional constraints.
Let S = S(G; H) be a two-dimensional constraint, where G and H are nite state-labeled directed graphs with labeling over an alphabet . We denote by S `; m] the set of all` m arrays in S, where the case`= 0 (respectively, m = 0) corresponds to the set which consists of one`empty' 0 m (respectively,` 0) array. We will also use the notations S `; ] = In a two-dimensional setting, we will be interested in investigating encoders that encode into elements of S ; m], row-by-row, at coding ratios that approach cap(S) as m goes to in nity. Speci cally, we will consider an in nite sequence of graphs fE j g 1 j=1 , where each E j is an (S ; m j ]; n j )-encoder and the coding ratio, (log 2 n j )=m j , satis es lim j!1 log 2 n j m j = cap(S) :
The additional sought property from each E j is that it be block decodable: given an array X 2 S ; m j ] that was generated by the encoder, the recovery of the ith input tag (over an alphabet of size n j ) requires only the knowledge of row i of X.
A two-dimensional constraint S = S(G; We thus conclude that the word x 0 x 1 : : : x dr?1 belongs to the (d r ; d r +1)-SRLL constraint and that all the bits in x dr?1 are equal. A similar argument implies that x dr x dr+1 : : : x 2dr?1 belongs to this constraint and that all the bits in x 2dr?1 are equal. And the same applies| now by backward induction|to x 2dr x 2dr+1 : : : x 3dr?1 , except that here the rst block, x 2dr , is the one in which the bits are equal.
Hence, in order to establish that x belongs to the (d r ; d r +1)-SRLL constraint, it remains to show that this constraint contains the words x dr?1 x dr and x 2dr?1 x 2dr . Now, this de nitely holds for the former word since, by construction, the rst d r bits in x dr are the inverse of the last d r bits in x dr?1 . As for the word x 2dr?1 x 2dr , recall that each of its sub-blocks, x 2dr?1 and x 2dr , is either all-zero or all-one. On the other hand, by induction on i we have Example 5.4 Let S be the set of all binary arrays X = x i;j ] in which x i;j = 1 =) x i;j+1 = x i+1;j?1 = x i+1;j+1 = 0 (whenever the indexes do not exceed the array boundaries); that is, no two 1's are adjacent either horizontally or along any of the diagonals. We can select here B = 1, with f(W 1 ; W 2 ) taken as an all-zero column.
The two-dimensional constraint S was studied by Cohn in 4], motivated by the following recording application. Each row in an array X S represents a valid recording of a (onedimensional) track, while the di erent rows indicate the contents of the same track after every rewrite on that track; that is, the row index is in fact a time index. It is required that the contents of the track satisfy the (one-dimensional) (1; 1)-RLL constraint and, in addition, no two adjacent bits will be altered during one rewrite phase.
The capacity of S was shown by Golin et al. in 8] to be at least 0:535 and, using a modi cation of the Engel-Calkin-Wilf technique 3], 5], it can be shown that this bound is tight up to (at least) the third decimal place.
For the mentioned application, the recorded data needs to be encoded so that each row can be decoded without the knowledge of any previous or subsequent rows: such rows are simply unavailable when data is read from the track (this is the case of`encoder informed, decoder uninformed' as de ned by Wolf et al. in 26] ). The row-by-row tagged encoder must therefore be block decodable.
It will follow from the next result that as the row (i.e., track) length increases, there exist block decodable encoders for S with coding ratios approaching capacity. As pointed out in 4], there is a very simple block decodable encoder at rate 1 : 2 for S: when writing data on the track, put a 0 after each input bit.
Theorem 5.1 Let S be a causal horizontally-primitive two-dimensional constraint. There is an in nite sequence of tagged encoders fE j g 1 j=1 such that each E j is a block de- Fix now also i and let E = E(i; r), q = q(i; r), and n = n(i; r). Let for every u 2 V and e 2 E(u) :
The respective stationary probability vector is given by = 1 209 (5 60 144) (which is a left eigenvector of Q that is associated with the eigenvalue 1). The entropy of P is approximately 2:0270 (which is within 0:2% of the capacity of S ; 3]).
Next, we construct the graph G q = G q (P) for q = 17 209 = 3; 553, as in Section 4. The states of G q are all the elements in V q whose pro le is q = 17 (5 60 144) = (85 1; 020 2; 448) ; and the out-degree of each state in G q is given by n q = 85! 1; 020! 2; 448! 25! (60!) 2 (240!) 4 720! (576!) 3 > 2 7;162 (see (4) ). The graph G q is a deterministic ((S ; r]) q ; n q )-encoder. We regard each output of G q as an array of width rq = 3 3; 553 = 10; 659 over the alphabet f0; 1g.
(If we followed the proofs of Theorems 4.3 and 5.1, we would transform G q at this stage into a block decodable encoder by random tagging and deleting excess edges. Here we defer the tagging until after the next step.)
Recall that the merging width of S is B = 1 with a merging function that maps to the all-zero column. We select m = (B + r)q ? B = 14; 211 and obtain a deterministic (S ; m]; n q )-encoder E by putting a 0 after every r = 3 bits in each row of any array that is generated by G q . In fact, since G is (1; 0)-de nite, then so are G q and E; therefore, E is (1; 0)-sliding-block decodable with respect to every tagging of its edges.
Next, we apply Lemma 4.2 to E and conclude that there is a block decodable (S ; m]; n 0 q )-encoder E 0 whose coding ratio satis es log 2 n 0 q m log 2 bn q = log e (jV j q n q )c m log 2 b2 7;162 = log e (3 3;553 2 7;162 )c 14; 211 7; 148 14; 211 0:5030 : This is higher than the coding ratio of the simple encoder that just puts a 0 between any two adjacent input bits in each row. Yet, we did need to encode into rather wide arrays in order to achieve this improvement in the coding ratio. While enumerative coding techniques 11,
Chapter 6] could yield a tractable implementation of the (1; 0)-de nite encoder E, it still remains open how one could implement e ciently the block decodable encoder E 0 , given the unstructured tagging of the latter.
Indeed, the convergence to capacity in Theorem 5.1 can be rather slow: using Franaszek's algorithm, we have veri ed that there exist deterministic (S ; m]; n)-encoders for m 21 if and only if n 2 dm=2e (and the maximum degree is attained by putting a 0 between any two adjacent input bits).
Properties of Kronecker powers of graphs
Let S be a one-dimensional constraint that is presented by a deterministic graph G = (V; E; L). The design of (S ( q) ; n)-encoders through the state-splitting algorithm makes use of an (A q G ; n)-approximate eigenvector. As A q G has order jV j q jV j q , the design can be made simpler if smaller matrices or graphs are used instead. In Section 6.1 and 6.2 we show that sometimes the building blocks of the code design can indeed be made smaller. Note that this order is smaller than that of A q whenever q > 1 and jV j > 1; for instance, when jV j = 2, the matrix A q] has order (q+1) (q+1), while A q has order 2 q 2 q . Let L(V; q) denote the set of all lists r = (r u ) u2V of nonnegative integers such that 
The polynomial g r is homogeneous with total degree q and can be written in the form g r (x) = X s2L(V;q) g r;s Y u2V x su u ; (7) where g r;s are nonnegative integer coe cients and s u is the component of s that is indexed by u.
It follows from (6) and (7) Proposition 6.1 Let A be a nonnegative integer square matrix (i.e., an adjacency matrix of a graph) and let q, n, and be positive integers. Then X(A q ; n; ) 6 = ; if and only if X(A q] ; n; ) 6 = ;.
Proof. Suppose that = ( y ) y2V q is an element in the (nonempty) set X(A q ; n; ) and de ne the vector = ( r ) r2L(V;q) by r = max y2 (r) y ; r 2 L(V; q) : We show that 2 X(A q] ; n; ).
Given r 2 L(V; q), let y 2 (r) be such that r = y . Then, Therefore, 2 X(A q ; n; ). The proof of Proposition 6.1 in fact shows that whenever the set X(A q G ; n; ) is nonempty, it contains an (A q G ; n)-approximate eigenvector whose components are identical at locations that are indexed by states of G q with the same pro le. Recall that outgoing edges in G q from states with the same pro le terminate in states with the same pro le. It thus follows that when using such an approximate eigenvector in the state-splitting algorithm, states with the same pro le in G q can be split the same way, thereby resulting in an encoder with à uniform' structure. (On the other hand, such a restriction on the splitting can potentially result in an encoder that is inferior in other respects, e.g., possibly having a larger decoding delay 24].) Example 6.2 Let the constraint S be presented by a graph G with distinctly-labeled edges and let the adjacency matrix of G be given by the matrix A in Example 6. 
Limitations
Examples 3.1 and 6.2 demonstrate that there are cases where X(A q G ; n; ) is empty while X(A q G ; n; ) is not. We do not have yet a characterization of all cases where this occurs. In the next proposition we show that this cannot happen if G has two states and = 1. 
Combining the latter inequality with (13) Having established (12), we let i be the smallest index u for which u 6 = 0. From the inequality A q] n we obtain t q] i;i (A q] ) i n i = n ; (14) and The latter inequality, when combined with (16) , completes the induction proof of (15).
Finally, we let i be the smallest index u for which u 6 = 0. From (14) and (15) we obtain A q e t q] i;i e n e ; as claimed. Example 3.1 shows that Proposition 6.2 is false when A has order 3 3, and by padding all-zero rows and columns one can obtain a counter-example for any larger matrix order. Proposition 6.2 becomes false also when we attempt to generalize it to sets X(A q ; n; ) and X(A q] ; n; ) where 2 and q is an odd integer greater than 1. We show this in our next result. Proposition 6.3 For every odd integer q > 1 and every positive integer there is an all-positive integer 2 2 matrix A and a positive integer n such that X(A q] ; n; 2) 6 = ; while X(A q ; n; ) = ;.
We conjecture that if q is even, then for every nonnegative integer 2 2 matrix A and every positive integers n and , X(A q ; n; ) = ; =) X(A q] ; n; ) = ; :
The next example presents another case where the set X(A q G ; n; ) is empty whenever X(A q G ; n; ) is. Example 6.3 Let G be a primitive graph and q a positive integer such that ( (A G )) q is an integer. Suppose that n is selected to be ( (A G )) q . Recall that here both G q and G q are primitive.
It follows from Theorems 3.1 and 3.6 in 18] that all (A q G ; n)-approximate eigenvectors are scalar multiples of the unique (up to scaling) right eigenvector of A q G that is associated with the eigenvalue n. Denote by = ( u ) u2V the (A q G ; n)-approximate eigenvector whose largest component, max = max u2V u ; is the smallest among all (A q G ; n)-approximate eigenvectors. Then, X(A q G ; n; ) = ; () < max :
(17) On the other hand, is also the unique (up to scaling) right eigenvector of A G that is associated with the eigenvalue (A G ). It follows from Theorem 43.3 in 14] that q = (q times) is a right eigenvector of A q that is associated with the eigenvalue n. Furthermore, by Theorem 3.6 in 18], every (A q G ; n)-approximate eigenvector is a scalar multiple of q .
Observing that for all u 2 V , the integers q u |which are all components of q |do not have a common integer factor, it follows that is an integer multiple of q . Hence, X(A q G ; n; ) = ; () < q max : (18) By (17) and (18) we get that if X(A q G ; n; ) is empty, then so is X(A q G ; n; ).
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced the concept of parallel encoding of (one-dimensional) constraints. We showed by example that there are instances of constraints and rates for which the parallel approach allows having block decodable encoders, while the conventional encoding model does not. We then applied parallel encoding to show that for certain families of two-dimensional constraints|including the family of two-dimensional SRLL constraints| one can approach capacity by encoders whose decoders can reconstruct any row within an encoded array without the knowledge of previous or subsequent rows. We ended by a discussion
